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Page 9 September 6, 1~77 The Good 5¢ Cigar 
Homosexuals blasted for 'speclal profession' 
To the Cigar: our society. At present it is just L!ibor honors the working 
It seems that every society to live in peace in their little woman whether in the home or in 
down through the ages have had world. This is only to get a foot . the factory or elsewhere. This 
their share of misfits. Some in the door. Homo activity is an insult to our 
more , some less. The more Their goal is legal protection to women, and we should keep in 
idleness and deprivation in a pursue th~ir special profession. mind that the sexual and the 
society from the highest to those They would like to operate out in· other nearby organ of both men 
in the lowest brackets, the more the open and get around to and women are the tail-end of the 
the misfits it generates. When a educate the uneducated among human sewer line where all of 
system of society is in a process the youth under the guise of the internal body filth has to be 
of decay all kinds of evils spring freedom. There will be no stop- eliminated. People who slobber 
forth, naturally. ping them after getting legal around these parts of the body 
Homosexuality, lesbianism, protection. have an unhealthy state of mind. 
pornography, smut, etc., let Public parades as a rule Frank Singewald 
alone crime and corruption, demonstrate the purpose of the 
these activities have a field day parade. No doubt in their 
along with venereal disease. parades they would like to have 
I do not subscribe to a large banners demonstrating 
breakdown of moral values in how this "profession" is per-
pursuance of freedom. Some formed for all to see. In India 
people make the issue of freedom there are two blocks of statues 
paramount. Freedom for good as from a bygone age depicting 
well as freedom for evil. A orgies involving men, women and 
healthy society needs some form , animals. 
of regulation for the tender years On this subject most people do 
of its people. not want to get involved directly 
During the war, ( the big one), for fear of being clobbered by 
in Hartford, Ct., many of the those who now run with the pack. 
· city's poles along the sidewalk But when a secret vote can· be 
especially those near bus and taken as in the Anita Bryant 
trolley stops had placard signs on crusade in Florida, -many of the 
them reading, "Fight Venereal timid will come forth to vote. 
Disease." I understand that But the goal of these people is 
Phoenix, Az. had a similar cam- really no goal at all for labor. I 
paign and perhaps other cities. can not see where this way of life 
Recent reports say that has any connection with the labor 
venereal . disease is still our movement. And for labor unions 
Number One problem and that to take part in backing their 
most cases are not reported. demands will create more harm 
Right now the homosexuals : than good for the labor move-
are · nfllkmg the bigges noise. ,ment as a whole. 
Clamori."lg for equal protection in j Sexual activity between men 
our capitalist society. These peo- . and women is enjoyable, and 
pie don't seem to have any }tecessary for the propagation of 
quarrel with any other phase of ' the species. 
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